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Problematic Observations using Firefly
Algorithm and its Variants
N. Venkata Ramana Gupta, Ramesh Makala
The capability of the Firefly in synchronizing the flashes
and their self-organized behavior makes them emerging.
From the laws of physics we know that Intensity (I) of light is
inversely proportional to the distance(r), given in a notation

Abstract: Real world problems can be analyzed and solved
effectively and efficiently by observing the environment and its
phenomenon. We can analyze the nature of the problem by
looking for a solution in the environment. The evolution of such
systematic handling of the problematic scenario to find an
amicable and efficient solution can be applied to real world
physical problems. Thus the application of procedures
(algorithms) by different species has evolved into a novel idea
referred as Nature Inspired Algorithms. It has gained wider
publicity and popularity in the present research. One of the most
popular nature inspired algorithm which has grabbed the
attention of the world is Firefly Algorithm (FA).The Firefly
Algorithm has a wide range of applicability in different
disciplines. We tried to compare this algorithm along with its
variants. We also throw some light on various characteristics of
the Firefly Algorithm that makes it a far more efficient algorithm
when compared to the rest of such similar algorithms.

. The absorption co-efficient of the medium may
make the intensity weaker. These two properties make light
coming from Firefly visible up to a certain distance a few
hundred meters which is enough for communication among
the Fireflies. The light pattern can be used for the formulation
of the objective function and for optimization. This generates
a new optimization algorithms.
1. Standard Firefly Algorithms
We assume that any Firefly (FA) has 3 prominent characters
1. Unisex in nature : Each of the Fireflies are attracted to
one another
2. Attractiveness: Attractiveness is proportional to
brightness of each one of these moves towards much
brighter Fireflies if no such comparative brightness the
firefly will move randomly in search of brightest.
3. Objective function: The effectiveness, scope of the
objective function are determined.
These algorithms are evaluated basing on the fitness function
and mapped to the objective function which is attained
through a maximization in terms of brightness. Depending on
these three regulations the pseudo code for Firefly is

Keywords: Security, firefly, problem identification, problem
solving, performance analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Xin-she Yang developed FA in 2007 and published about this
algorithm in 2008[48, 49].The prominent characteristic of
this Firefly algorithm called as mimicking or flashing lights.
In mid months of a year open areas are the best places to sight
Firefly in temperature regions. We can find nearly 2000
variants that express similar characteristic of mimicking
flashes.

2. Firefly Algorithm

The Performance of Firefly
The Flashing depends on the type of species with each
having an individual pattern and it depends on two
fundamental functionalities like, to attract mating partners
(communication) and another one is for prey [32].Flashing
acts as a safeguard against other species and to stay away from
them and acts as a warning for predators.
The Firefly has an efficient signaling system to
communicate that includes flashing rhythmically, the flashing
rate and time gap between successive flashes make the other
species to come closer[32].
Some of the species use this pattern to attract the male
species and become prey for these.

Objective function
f (x), x = (x1, ..., xd)T .
Generate an initial population of n fireflies
xi (i = 1, 2, ..., n).
Light intensity Ii at xi is determined by f (xi).
Define light absorption coefficient γ.
while (t < MaxGeneration),
for i = 1 : n (all n fireflies)
for j = 1 : n (all n fireflies) (inner loop)
if (Ii < Ij)
Move firefly i towards j.
end if
Vary attractiveness with
distance r via exp [−γr2].
Evaluate new solutions and
Update light intensity.
end for j
end for i
Rank the fireflies and find the current global best g∗.
end while
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Post process results and visualization.
Figure 1.1 Firefly algorithm (pseudo code)

By combining Intensity and absorption basing on Gaussian
law
1.3
From this above equation attractiveness β can be estimated by
β=
1.4
The above equation can be written as

The basic architecture of Firefly is as mentioned in
Figure 1.2

β=

1.5

From eq. 1.4 and 1.5
The characteristic distance

=

Changes the attractiveness significantly from
to
for eq

1.4

Or

1.5

for eq

In general, monotonically decreasing can be
Β(r) =

(m ≥ 1)

1.6

If absorption is constant the distinctive length is
=
(m ∞)
Reversely for the problem of optimization usage
of ‘γ’ is represented as

1.7

γ=

1.8

The distance among two Fireflies is the Cartesian distance

ri j  xi  x j
=

d

 (x
k 1

ik

 x jk ) 2

1.9

Can also be written as

rij  ( xi  x j ) 2  ( yi  y j ) 2

1.10

The attractiveness can be given by

xit 1  xit   0e r 2ij ( x tj  xit )  it

The original expression is supplement with attractive and
absorption co-efficient 2nd and 3rd terms.
'  i ' Is a random number (Vector) drawn from a Gaussian

Figure 1.2: Firefly Architecture
3. Variations in Intensity of light and measure of
attractiveness

distribution or uniform distribution.
4. Randomization controlling
In order to attain optima the algorithm has to converge along
with this varying randomization parameter ‘  ’ has to
decrease.

The patterns are different for different species. The light
intensity and attractiveness plays a significant role. The
assumption that attractiveness is related to brightness and in
turn related to objective function.
At a location ‘x’ Firefly brightness ‘I’ can be selected as
.
The parameter ‘β’represents attractiveness. It is a subjective
and relative attribute acts upon the individual Firefly. The
absorption co-efficient or degree of absorption of media acts
as an additive in formulating the attractiveness. The intensity
of light varies with inverse square law

 =    ( 0    )e1

Where ‘t’  [0,

1.12

t max ] time used in simulations

t max - The maximum no of generations

 0 - Initial randomization
 - is the final value.
As far as this algorithm of Firefly is considered use the global
best ( g* ) in the final best solution computation other than
using it explicitly.
To improve efficiency, we can add an additional term
  i ( g *  xi ) to the above 1.11 formula

1.1
Where Is - is source Intensity?
r - Distance
I – Intensity of Light
‘ γ’ – Absorption co-efficient , Hence
1.2
Intensity of light at distance r =0.
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  r 

This ‘  ’ resemblances other ‘  ’ and ‘  ’ and the vector

2

‘  i ’ is a collection of random numbers.

with  = O (1) determines the typical length ‘  ’ and typical
values range is 0.001 to 1000.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHMS

The important characteristics are
A. Scaling and limiting cases
Basing on the type of the problem we are considering
distance ‘r’ can be based on time for scheduling algorithms
and it may be an amount of grouping and closeness of
vertices. In optimization problems any quantitative
representation of interesting term can be considered as ‘r’ the
distance.
Assume that there are ‘n’ Fireflies which will be moving
in randomly in the space basing on the brightness the Fireflies
will be converging into local groups. The local optima
converges into global optima.
Firefly Algorithm will reach global optima
when n   and t  1 . Let ‘  ’ is the scale of

  0 as

Where ‘t’ is a counter of steps
‘  ’ is a random no of Gaussian normal mean
distribution.
The average distance of an agent is the square root of a
finite no of steps‘t’. Distance is Dt where ‘D’ is diffusion
co-efficient .Moreover, the random walk in a ‘d’- dimensional
case is
1.15
 2 (t)  V0 2 t 2  (2dD)t
‘V0’– is the velocity of drift = 0 with respect to ‘t’ . If it is
proportionally large it can cover the entire search domain with
a mean of zero and variance of time – dependent the
Brownian B(t) obeys a Gaussian distribution. The process of
diffusion can be treated as a series of Brownian motion that is
in the form of Gaussian distribution .Hence it is referred as
Gaussian diffusion, if the sequence is no Gaussian, it is
referred as non-Gaussian. As random walk is by nature
random it can take any form .Basing on the length of step it
may take any other form of random walk. If the length of the
steps is levy distribution, these are known as levy flights or
levy walks. A combination of Firefly algorithm and levy
flights gives a good performance [49].
C. Special Cases of FA
The prime characteristic of FA “attraction’ is very strong in
the local distance and its less in the longer distances. Hence
the parameter itself subdivides the population into groups
basing on the problem mode. Thus FA will deal with multi
modal, non- linear optimization problems naturally. We can
say basing on eq.1.11, If absorption co-efficient ‘  ' is large

attractiveness) then

,
Absorption co-efficient is Zero (Ideal Condition)
Thus the flashing can occur globally and it leads to
global optima basing on the algorithmic pseudo code
eliminating the inner loop and substituting with present global
best (g*).This becomes a variant of APSO and the efficiency is
similar to PSO. The other side of this is    Leads to

  0 and  (r )  (r ) , it becomes a Dirac Delta
function, attractiveness reaches to unmeasurable in the sight
of other Fireflies. This is equal to the random roaming of
fireflies in a region with foggy climate which becomes
simulated Annealing (SA).Between these two opposite
extremes, the firefly falling in between and varying
‘  ' and ' ' . Thus performance would outcome simulated
Annealing(S*) and PSO .We can find the global and local
optima simultaneously and effectively. The independent
nature reflects parallel implementation and aggregation that
makes faster to find the convergent optimum.
B. Attraction and Diffusion
Assuming the light as a characteristic, attraction and
intensity as parameters for exploitation was first used by
Xin-she Yang in the FA in 2007 & 2008.With the help of
inverse square law, the light intensity called as attractiveness

the attraction rapidly decreases so the second part becomes
ignorant. This makes it an SA. On the other side if ‘  ' is very
small (‘  '  0 ) the power factor [- ‘  ' r2 i j]

xi

t 1

 xi   0 ( x j - x i )    i
t

t

t

‘  0‘mapped with absorption coefficient '  ' is represented
as
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and

x i (t+1) = xi(t) + 

optimization for a huge number of Fireflies. i.e., n  k
where ‘k’ is the local optima. The two limiting points are
when   0 and    .

  0 then    0 (Constant

 0

Absorption co-efficient [48].
The attraction leads these independent systems to evolve,
communicate, and correlate. This organized behavior enables
a local optimality of the algorithm to converge rapidly
towards the global optimal solution. Previously lot more
algorithms have applied inverse square law by observing
nature like a changed system search(CSS) used coulomb’s
law, law of gravitation was invented by newton applied in
gravitational search algorithms(GSA).Attraction taken as a
mechanism for the application on nature inspired computation
and computational intelligence is a forerunner of its kind. The
laws of fundamentals are same in view of meta-heuristics. The
attraction factor made the agents to converge the swarm
population. Through randomization and attraction both
exploration and exploitation are possible. Consider here
exploration in the sense of random walk and diffused chains.
The random walk of an agent xi, represented as

From the 1.11 Equation random walk of Fireflies is more
inclined in moving towards the brightness.’  ’ parameter
which is symbolizing the variation in attractiveness, it is more
important in attaining convergence and behavior. The theory
states   0,  but in practice optimization of the system

If

Ata distance
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' '  0 .If
t
the current global best replaces the term x j ,

one more application this is used in production systems[33]
by Li and Ye.
In another application a discrete FA variant is used for
multi objective hybrid flow shop scheduling problem by
Marichelvam et al [35]
6) Multi Objective Firefly algorithm (MOFA) The FA for
single objective optimization is extended to multi
objective optimization of continuous design problems by
yang[53]
7) Multi Objective Enhanced Firefly Algorithm
(MOEFA) For detection of the community in complex
Networks, Multi Objective Enhanced FA is presented by
Amiri et. al [3].
8) Hybrid Firefly algorithms (HFA) Due to its prominence
the FA has been a hybridized with some more algorithms.
The combination of FA with ant colony optimization by
Finnakouris et.al has resulted in good optimization
[22].The FA combined with differential evolution
parameters of non linear biological model study resulted
in a tool with a power of less consumption time for various
applications [2].Even FA with adaptive strategies has been
presented by Yan et al [55].
9) Parallel Firefly Algorithm with prediction (PFAP)
The inverse heat conduction problems is handled with a
parallel implementation of FA by Lvz et.al [34].
The development of discrete versions of FA have showed
better performance for discrete problems and
combinational optimization [42, 29, 18, 14 ]. These are
applied in a wide variety of applications like traveling
salesman problem, graph coloring etc. The investigation
of extending FA to multi objective optimization even
showed that chaos will improve the FA’s performance [11,
51]. In other related studies the attempt to combine FA
with this algorithm has been [22, 26, 27, 41].The newly
improved or modified algorithm cannot be treated as new
variants as there will be only slight modification to the
already existing algorithms. The ‘ ' ' called scaling
factor has been obtained by replacing Gaussian
distribution by uniform distribution by Farahani et.al with
a little improvement[17].In UCAV path planning a new
term discovery rate was added to FA by Wang et al[47]
which indeed resulted in a better performance.

This can transform into differential evolution if

xi

t 1

 x i   0 ( g * - x i t )+  
t

t
i

1.17

Thus it becomes a APSO that was introduced by Xing She
Yang in 2008[48].In eq 1.16 if

 0  0 and  it

maps to xi

, it

becomes a harmony search(HS).All the DE,PSO, SA and
HS are evolved from FA up to a certain extent.PSO and DE
uses linear equations and FA has excellent behavior and great
convergence as it uses non - linear equations .So, obviously
FA outperforms other algorithms in a wide variety of
applications like optimization, classification, image
processing and feature selection.
III. VARIANTS OF FIREFLY ALGORITHM
FA Variants
To enhance convergence of FA a lot of experimentation was
done by researchers in different ways. As a result new variants
has been developed [19, 42, 37 ].The rapid expansion of
literature is generating more variants some of them are listed
as below.
1) Discrete Firefly algorithm (DFA) sayadi et.al [42] has
applied FA to NP Hard scheduling problems and device a
more suitable algorithms when compared with ACO. Durkota
independently implemented DFA to AQP problems
[14].When compared with otsu’s and recursive otsu’s
methods, Hassanzad et.al [24] developed applied FA based
method for image segmentation it is more efficient In solving
NP hard traveling salesman problem[29] by Jatt and sujanto.
The effectiveness of FA is clearly visible .The real coded FA
is proposed to study constraint unit commitment problem [9]
by Chandrasekhar and Simon.
2) Chaotic Firefly Algorithm (CFA) In Coelho et al. (2011)
proposed chaotic FA, which is more superior to the rest [11,
12].
The performance of FA can be enhanced by varying
‘  ' and '  ' parameters [51].Yang observed there intrinsic
chaotic characteristics. By considering different chaotic maps
company the performance showed that these can enhance the
FA further by substituting some of the parameters with
chaotic maps [21]
3) Lagrangian Firefly Algorithm (LFA). This was proposed
by Rampriya et.al to solve unit commitment problem for a
power systems[41]
4) Memetic Firefly Algorithm (MFA) To solve combinatorial
graph coloring problems, Fister Jr. et.al applied this and
attained better results [18].
5) Multi Objective Discrete Firefly Algorithm (MOFA) To
study the economic emission load dispatch which was
developed by Apostolopoulos and valcho, The comparative
study resulted in stating that this is an efficient algorithm [6].
A new application area is grid computing where the
consumption of the energy is minimized using the
multi-objective FA(MOFA) in workload management tool for
optimization by Arsuaga -Rio a nd Vega-Rodriguez[4].In
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IV. HOW WE CAN DISCRETIZE FIREFLY
ALGORITHM
The development of FA has been taken place for the problem
domains like continuous, multimodal optimization related
fields, it can also be applied to ascertain combinatorial
optimization related scenarios. To achieve this we have to
know how to change variables of continuity into variable of
discrete. It can be performed with the known sigmoidal
logistic function

s ( x) 

4

1
1.18
1  exp(-x)
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This converts from continuous to a variable ‘S’ of binary.
The function for ‘x’ gives s  1 as x   and s  0 as

design problems have been efficiently solved, Gandomi et.al
[20] and Azad [5] when it comes to radio communications
optimization of antenna design, The FA has showed better
performance than ABC[10], Mahanti[8], Chatterjee et.al.
According to zaman and Matin FA can outperform PSO and
achieved best results globally [57].
Some of the scheduling problems [42] of NP- hard have
been effectively solved by the discrete version of FA
developed by Sayadi et.al. The
1.19efficiency of FA has been
clearly demonstrated in test problems like multi-objective
load dispatch [6, 49, 52 ] to name a few. The value loading
effect in non-convex economic dispatch problems got best
result with FA over the others [54]. Yan et.al, economic load
dispatch problems with reduced power losses have been
solved using FA by Swarnkar [45].
1.20 The scheduling in
traveling salesman problems have
1.20 been solved promisingly by
FA [39, 29, 56]. Jati and Suyanto, solved the traveling
salesman problem using discrete FA. In these areas FA
showed its efficiency. A version of Cuckoo search algorithm
has been used to solve Traveling Salesman Problem that was
elaborated by Ouaarab A, Ahiod B, Yang XS [38]. FA has
demonstrated well for querying systems a study done by
Kwiecian and Filipowicz [31].FA has proved well in finding
solutions for mixed integer programming and local dispatch
problems [9, 54].
We can find the applications of FA in classification and
clustering with a good performance metric [43, 40]. The
performance of FA is evaluated and concluded that FA can be
efficiently used for clustering [43]. It has been performed by
comparing with 11 different algorithms Senthilnath et.al. The
FA is at the highest position in this evaluation. In neural
network (NN) [36] FA has been applied for training [36]. The
efficiency of FA is optimum in dynamic environments by
Farahani et.al [15, 16] and Abshouri et.al [1]
The problems related to ISO spectral spring-mass
systems has been solved effectively [13] by FA, Dutta et al.
The forecasting of prices in the stock market [30] using
support vector regression with the chaos-based FA has been
presented by Kazem et.al.
The failure correction of antenna had been flexibly and
effectively [23] studied by Grewal et.al. The effectiveness and
optimal performance for generating individual test sequence
in software testing has been showed by Srivastava et.al [44].
Firefly algorithm for function optimization and
modelling to generate alternatives with the firefly algorithm in
real world has been effectively elaborated by Imanirad ,
Xin-She Yang 2 and Julian Scott Yeomans[28].

x  -

In practical situations this may not be an easy to attain as the
right range of values might not be achieved. The combination
of ‘r’ a random number along with the conditional switch That
is

(u  r )  1 (u  r)  0
When necessary we can modify
Since we can have

S 0,1

1.19

Y  2S - 1 1, - 1

The deriving of S can be represented as

ds
 s(1 - s)
dx

1.20

We can even add signs and randomization as y = sign(x) for
the generation range +1, 0, -1.Sometimes a simple way y=
x  a largest integer not greater than x even we can use a
modulus function for example

x  x  k  mod m,

k & m  0 , are integers.

One more dimension is how we can generate a latest solution
as we have s = +1 or s = -1, Using these two with an
increment/decrement of step at random time/iteration t we can
have local random

y t 1  y t  s
Basing on the design variables if they are binary the latest
variables have to be normalized, a solution is to swap
randomly within 0 & 1 to have operations like mutations. In
order to have a randomness use a random number with a
discrete set. In a discrete search space ‘Z’ called a design
variable will be mapped to a limited or finite set. Random
number ‘u’ which distributes uniformly can be generated and
we can map it to the cardinality of the set. The usage of finite
set value is based on the drawn random number. The distance
and neighborhood which are prominent factors in discrete FA
are to be defined. In most of the combinatorial problems like
scheduling the distance does not mean physical distance so
proper attention is to be paid. Some of these metrics used for
distance are time delay, time difference, Hamming distance,
edit distance or Jaccard similarity. Solutions defining the
neighborhood will have an impact on overall performance of
implementation. Hence, the algorithms related to discrete
Meta heuristic acts as a key role in the activities related to
current research.
V. FIREFLY ALGORITHMS IN APPLICATIONS
Firefly algorithm mapped to the diversified modern day
applications, [6, 10, 24, 42, 50, 25, and 26].Yang proposed in
2008, Nearly 810 papers are published, hence a handful of
papers are hence putforth. FA has been used in image
registration [58] by zhang and wu. Basing on time and
optimality parameters of feature selection, The FA has
produced optimal performance over the rest [7] in Banati and
Bajaj. For the calculation of the least computation time for
digital image compression [25, 26], FA showed the least
which was disclosed by Horng et.al. Even in engineering
design, the problems like highly non-linear, multimodal
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VI. CONCLUSION
Firefly Algorithm, Is it Efficient? The emerging new ideas
are expanding the literature of FA and FA can outperform a
lot more algorithms.
To answer the query “Why FA is efficient”, it can be viewed
in other dimensions. Swarm intelligent - based algorithms like
FA have a lot more advantages.
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This algorithm by its design divides the group automatically
and it has the ability to deal with multimodality. Firstly, FA
property attraction and attractiveness which automatically
subdivides the population into groups and each group can
swarm around the small regions called as local regions. From
each local optima that can be grouped to attain global optima
as a best solution. Secondly, the subdivision grouping will
generate local optima simultaneously. So, with an average
distance between the groups the population can be
subdivided. Where the average distance is

1

.


The complete population will not sub divide, if '  '  0 . By its
design nature, The FA can be applied or suitable to
non-linear, multi modal problems. The algorithm randomness
can be fine turned as iterations proceed and the continuous
problems, classifications, clustering and optimization are
flexibly handled by Firefly algorithm.
Ultimately FA has
 Subdivision of the population into groups
automatically
 Ability to deal with optimization in
multimode
 Optimal ergodicity and diversity in the
solutions
These factors make FA unique, effective and an efficient
algorithm
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